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abu dhabi, a beautiful desert oasis, is the setting for a fast-paced battle between two teams. under the cover of darkness, supply your team with powerful weaponry and destroy enemy sentries guarding a tunnel leading to a
close-ranged fight. you cannot afford to be found, because once a target is marked, your team's intelligence is immediately compromised. special ops, zero hour, playstation 3, playstation 4, xbox 360, xbox one, pc, mac.
warning: this content is provided by call of duty: black ops iii owners only, on-demand. not available to non-owners. control the battle from the moment you step out of the chopper to the final extraction at the rendezvous
point. play with up to three other players via split-screen, online multiplayer with competitive and cooperative modes. play as one of a team of soldiers covertly deployed to eliminate a powerful figure from the ranks of a
corrupt government. engage in tense firefights as you perform surgical strikes against high-value targets. uncover a complex plot as your infiltration is compromised and your targets escape. the race is on. call of duty: black
ops iii is an intense, cinematic first-person military shooter experience, built on a solid foundation of core, traditional call of duty gameplay. the game features a diverse cast of characters and stunningly detailed environments.
the newest chapter in the critically acclaimed call of duty franchise places players in a war torn world unlike any other in call of duty history. world war ii has been devastated by years of relentless fighting that has wrought
widespread devastation. armed conflict has been replaced by cannibalistic enemies that live only to kill. players assume the role of an elite united states navy seals operative, and fight to keep the world from slipping back into
chaos.
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